Measurement and simulation of polarization transients in dispersion compensation modules.
We examine both theoretically and experimentally rapid polarization transients generated by mechanical impacts on dispersion compensation modules (DCMs). In our experiments, the transient response of the output polarization to sudden mechanical impacts is found to remain constant among successive measurements. That is, the Stokes vector traces the same path over the Poincaré sphere provided that the interval of time between measurements is less than the time associated with the slow thermal drift of the fiber birefringence profile. Experimentally we can measure angular velocities (AVs) of the Stokes vector over the Poincaré sphere exceeding 100 krad∕s. We demonstrate theoretically with a simple model for the excitation that the patterns of the AV observed in experiments can be reproduced through simulation and that the amplitude of the AV increases with the volume of the fiber affected by the impact. Our model is sufficiently simple to be employed in system simulations.